Give to Morris

- About Us
- Giving to Morris

Morris Library is the cornerstone that allows Southern Illinois University Carbondale to fulfill its core mission of teaching and research—it is a major educational force in the region, state, and nation. The breadth and depth of the Library's collection assists the University in attracting the brightest students and extraordinary faculty. The Library's facilities, services, and holdings are utilized by students on campus, patrons in the community, and scholars around the world.

To maintain and expand this resource private support from friends, alumni, corporations, and foundations is critical.

Thank you for your support.

Learn more about giving to Morris Library

- Donate online
- Become a donor
- Annual Gala
- Impacts of Giving
- Points of Pride
- Friends of Morris Library
- Cornerstone Newsletter
- Hall of Presidents and Chancellors

Contact the Library Development Officer

Toi Hatcher
Director of Development
618/453-6742
toih@foundation.siu.edu

Attachment links

- Preferred version: http://www.lib.siu.edu/node/200/attachment
- Newest version: http://www.lib.siu.edu/node/200/attachment/newest
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